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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to show how an internal audit can be
used in credit union financial decision making.
The paper analyzes in depth the kinds of data obtainable from an
internal audit and the kinds of data required for credit union financial
decision making.

By utilizing a comparative analysis of the compata-

bility of the two types of data, the paper shows how the data obtainable
from an internal audit can be applied to credit union financial decision
making.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
A credit union is a group of people who save their money together
and make loans to each other for good purposes at low interest.

Each

credit union is an independent, nonprofit corporation, chartered and
supervised by the government. 1
by its members.
will follow.

The credit union is o,med and operated

The members set the general policies the credit union

These policies must fall within the general constraints

delineated by federal law.
A credit union is organized and operated similarly to many incorporated financial organizations.
the shareholders.

The members of the credit union are

One share is equivalent to five dollars.

The number

of shares held by a member does not influence his control of the credit
union.

Each member is allowed one vote in all credit union decisions

requiring a vote of the general membership.

The membership elects a

board of directors, which number between five and fifteen members, as
long as it is an odd number.

The board of directors is responsible for

hiring the general management of the credit union.

The board of direc-

tors is also responsible for appointing a supervisory committee. 2

The

purpose of the supervisory committee is to represent its members.

It

serves as the credit union's internal auditor.

The committee has the

lcredit Union National Association, Credit Union Yearbook, 1962,
Credit Union National Association, Madison, Wis., p. 26.
2Ibid.

1

2

responsibility to review and evaluate the performance of elected officials and employees and to make recommendations for improvement,

As the

internal auditor, the supervisory committee must conduct audits and related procedures designed to determine that:

(1) accounting records and

reports are prepared promptly and accurately reflect operations and their
results; (2) established internal controls are effectively maintained and
adequately protect the credit union, its members, its management, and its
employees; and (J) each unit of the credit union is carrying out the
plans, policies and procedures for which it is responsible,3

The super-

visory committee fulfills these responsibilities through the use of internal audits.

These internal audits are performed randomly thoughout

a fiscal year.

There is no limit to the number of internal audits that

may be performed,

Federal law governing credit unions specify that, at a

minimum, at least two internal audits must be performed per fiscal year,
These internal audits must be conducted using the instructions presented by the "Supervisory Committee Manual For Federal Credit Unions,"
which is published by the National Credit Union Administration.

These

instructions specify the exact manner in which all credit union internal
audits should be carried out,

The National Credit Union Administration

furnishes each credit union supervisory committee with standardized working papers for use in recording data and analyzing it during the audit,
Additional data is recorded for reference in addition to that required
on the working papers.

The supervisory committee is required to store

all data from internal audits for future reference.
A credit union is faced with making certain financial decisions.
These decisions must ultimately be made by the board of directors in
3National Credit Union Administration, Supervisory Committee
Manual For Federal Credit Unions, National Credit Union Administration,
Washington, D.C., p. J.

3
conjunction with the credit union management.

The four financial deci-

sion areas requiring board of director approval are concerned with establishing interest rates, establishing dividend rates, determining proper
liquidity levels, and determining the feasibility of various investments.4
These financial decisions all require certain data in order that they may
be adequately resolved.
credit union.

Much of this data is information internal to the

It can be found in the records of the credit union.

This paper will identify in chapter II the kinds of information
needed for these various credit union financial decision areas.

It will

also identify in chapter III the kinds of data available from an internal audit.

Chapter IV will be devoted to making a compatability analysis,

showing how the data needed for credit union financial decision making
can be supplied from the internal audit.

Chapter V will present the con-

clusions of this study.

4National Credit Union Administration, Federal Credit Union
Bylaws, National Credit Union Administration, Washington, D.C., 1970, p.4.

CHAPTER II
CREDIT UNION FINANCIAL DECISION MAKING
Financial decision making in credit unions can be classified into
four basic.categories.

These categories all represent different finan-

cial decisions the credit union's management will encounter.
The first category involves dividend decision making.
decision making is basically a question of "how much. 11

Dividend

A decision must

be made to determine what rate of return members will receive on their
shares.
The second category involves the fixation of interest rates on new
loans.

The credit union must determine a rate of interest to charge mem-

bers who withdraw funds in the form of loans.
The third category involves investment decisions.

The credit union

must decide how excess funds are to be allocated in order to earn the
highest rate of return on them.
The fourth category involves the determination of liquidity requirements.

The credit union must determine what degree of liquidity

it is compelled to maintain.
In order to make optimal financial decisions in these four categories, the credit union's board of directors must have certain information available.

A discussion of the required information for credit

union financial decision making in the four categories will follow.

4

L
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Dividend Decision Making
Credit union dividend decisions are very similar to corporation
dividend decisions.

The information required is basically identical.

The credit union's board of directors must know the importance of
dividends in regard to the stability of shareholders.5
the foundation upon which a credit union is built.

Shareholders are

The most important

asset that a credit union has is its goodwill among members.

If a credit

union loses its goodwill and support from members, it will cease to operate.

Shareholders will withdraw their funds and the credit union will

become insolvent.

Most goodwill between the credit union and the share-

holder is derived through the payment of dividends.

The size and con-

sistency of dividends is directly proportional to the amount of goodwill
that exists between the credit union and its shareholders.

The credit

union's board of directors must be able to derive some degree of feel
for the relative importance of dividends in relation to shareholder goodwill.
The dividend decision is notably dependent upon the liquidity requirements of the credit union.6

A credit union must remain liquid to

a certain degree in order to meet expected and unexpected cash drains.
The credit union must know the present liquidity level and future liquidity level requirements.

The credit union must ensure that any dividends

paid do not infringe upon the minimum liquidity level the credit union
deems necessary.

Information indicating the present liquidity level,

present liquidity level requirements, and future liquidity level requirements will be necessary to prevent this from occurring.
5James C. Van Horne, Financial Management and Policy, 2nd Ed.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1971, p. 284.
6 Ibid.

J
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The credit union's ability to borrow needed funds will have a bearing upon the dividend decision.?

A credit union that is well established

will have little difficulty borrowing needed funds in a period of short
cash.

A newly established credit union with a shaky financial position

will find funds available for borrowing rather scarce.

A credit union

that is unable to borrow funds in time of need will be forced to withhold
earnings in a greater proportion than a credit union that has outside
funds easily obtainable.

The credit union must be able to analyze its

borrowing capability and determine if needed funds may be borrowed during a period of short cash.

This will provide the credit union manage-

ment with a guideline on what percentage of earnings must be withheld
from dividends to cover cash shortages.
The timing of investment opportunities must be considered before
paying dividends.a

The credit union must determine if there are invest-

ments available now, which will not be available later, that are more
important to the credit union than paying a higher dividend.

A credit

union in need of a larger office building in the near future may elect
to buy a building now at a low price instead of waiting until a larger
building is a necessity and being forced into paying a higher price.
Certain desirable security issues may be cheaper now than in the future.
The credit union must first determine when investment opportunities are
available and then determine their importance in relation to paying dividends.
The impact of inflation on the replacement of assets must be considered before paying dividends.9
7rbid.
8 Ibid.
9rbid.

A credit union that sets aside funds

7
for the replacement of assets on the basis of depreciation on presently
owned assets must consider the replacement costs of those assets.

If

inflation has caused a rise in the price of the asset, enough funds will
not have been generated to replace them.

Additional funds will be re-

quired that may have to come from retained earnings available for dividends.

The credit union must know how much has been, or will be, set

aside for the replacement of assets in comparison to the price of those
assets.
In making a dividend decision, a credit union has only one legal
restriction placed upon it. 10

A credit union cannot pay dividends in

excess of six percent per year.
The final consideration in making a dividend decision is long term
capital requirements. 11

The credit union must allocate funds on a peri-

odic basis for long term capital requirements.

The credit union must

determine what the long run capital requirements of the credit union are,
and that sufficient funds are being allocated for it, before paying out
dividends.
Fixation of Interest Rates
Credit unions set interest rates on new loans using many of the
same principles that banks and other financial institutions utilize.
The most important consideration in fixing interest rates is the
rate at which potential borrowers can obtain funds at other institutions.
The credit union must be competitive.

12

If borrowers can obtain lower rates

lOibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Jules I. Bogen, Financial Handbook, 4th Ed., New York, The
Ronal.d Press Company, 1965, p. 5.
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somewhere else, they will not patronize the credit union.

The credit

union must ensure that it is competitive with other financial institutions.

Federal regulations require that a credit union not charge more

than a twelve percent effective rate of interest per year.
The operating expenses of the credit union must be considered in
relation to projected dividend requirements. 13

The credit union must

have accurate data available on what it costs the credit union to operate.

These expenses must come out of revenues before dividends can be

paid.

There'must be some surplus remaining in order to maintain ade-

quate reserves.

The credit union must ensure that interest rates are

high enough to generate adequate revenue in order to cover expenses, dividends, and surpluses.
The amount of deposited funds must be considered when establishing
interest rates.14

The credit union must make a policy decision on whether

or not it will loan out more funds than are deposited.

If it will not

loan out more funds than are deposited, the credit union must be aware of
loan balances at all times to ensure that they do not exceed deposit
balances,

If the policy of the credit union is to loan out more funds

than are deposited, which is usually the case, it must borrow them from
outside sources.

A credit union normally has to pay a substantial amount

of interest to these outside sources for the additional funds.

The

credit union must ensure that interest rates are high enough to cover
the interest that must be paid on borrowed funds.
The credit union's demand for loans is a very important factor to
consider when determining interest rates,15
13Ibid.
1 4Ibid.
15Ibid,

The credit union can

9
effectively change its .loan demand by varying its interest rates.

If a

credit union 1 s demand for loans is low, the demand can usually be raised
by lowering the interest rate.

When establishing the interest rate, the

credit union must weigh what effect it will have on the demand for loans.
A final consideration in establishing the interest rate is the
security of the loan.l6

If the loan is secured by collateral, a lower

interest rate is usually deemed more feasible than on an unsecured loan.
As a general rule; the higher the risk, the higher the interest rate
should be.
Investment Decisions
Credit union financial decisions are similar to those made by
almost any industrial or financial organization.
Before being able to make any investment decisions, the credit
union must have knowledge of future cash flow requirements.l7

The credit

union must know or have accurate forecasts of the amount of funds it will
take in and the amount of funds it will dispense.

Any investment the

credit union is pondering should not infringe upon the cash flow in such
a way as to cause a cash shortage.

The credit union should have data

illustrating both short term and long term cash flow requirements.
Future loan and deposit trends will play an important role in any
investment decision.l8

The credit union should have some type of data

illustrating funds that will be withdrawn in the form of loans and funds
that will be deposited as shares.

A credit union which has a large cash

l7William H. Baughn, Charles E. Walker, The Bankers Handbook,
Homewood, Illinois, Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc., l966, p. 6ll.
lSibid.
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position now but expects a heavy loan drain in the near future may want
to forego any immediate investments.

Conversely, a credit union which

has a large cash position now and expects it to increase in the future
will probably want to put it to work in some type of investment.
In order to make investment decisions based on cash flow, loan
demand, and deposit trends, a credit union must know what its liquidity
requirements are. 1 9

The liquidity requirement will provide the credit

union with a minimum figure from which to calculate cash flow, loan
demand, and share deposits with.

Any investment decision must not in-

fringe upon the minimum required liquidity level.
Other data that the credit union must have is a comparison of the
re t urn f rom inves
·
t mens
t as oppose d t o there t urn of loans • 20

Many credit

unions find the best investments are loans to members.
Determining Liquidity Requirements
Determining the proper liquidity level is very important to credit
unions because the liquidity level requirement plays such an important
role in other financial decisions.
Seasonal factors play an important role in determining liquidity
.
t s. 21
1 eve 1 requiremen

A credit union whose members all vacation in the

summer will find a unusually high withdrawal of funds during the summer
months.

Similarily, Christmas is another time of the year when many

credit unions experience a large withdrawal of funds in the form of
shares or loans.

It is important for a credit union to know how these

seasonal factors will effect liquidity levels.
l9Ibid.
20Ibid.
21 Ibid., p. 569.
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The number of single large depositors will affect liquidity level

.
t s. 22
requiremen

The possibility that one or two large depositors will

withdraw all their funds at the same time must be provided for.
Population changes are an important factor to consider when determining an adequate liquidity levei. 23

A competitor who offers higher

interest rates than yours could cause an abundant withdrawal of funds.
The growth trend of the credit union is related to liquidity requirements.24

Growth usually reduces the relative need for liquidity,

The credit union should be able to predict its growth pattern in the
future.
National economic conditions should not be overlooked when establishing a liquidity levei. 25

Credit unions will feel the pressures of

national economic conditions the same way as banks and other financial
institutions.
Data concerning past deposit and loan activity on a trend basis
will help predict future liquidity level requirements. 26

The plotting

of these .trends will help predict future deposits and loan requirements,
thus providing valuable information in determining necessary liquidity
levels.
Knowing the availability of quick cash is valuable when determining a required liquidity levei. 27
2 2 rbid.
23

Ibid, p. 570.

2 4Ibid,

p. 571.

25Ibid.
26 Ibid p. 572.

--'

27rbid, p. 571.

Knowing that a large amount of funds

12
can be borrowed in a hurry will allow a credit union to maintain a lower
liquidity level.

Conversely, the absence of a place to borrow quick

cash will impel the credit union to maintain a higher liquidity level.

CHAPTER III
INFORMATION OBTAINABI.E FROM

A

CREDIT UNION INTERNAL AUDIT
An internal audit of a credit union provides a wealth of informa-

tion.

This information can be classified into eleven categories.

These

categories are largely determined on the basis of the various operations
performed during the audit. These categories are: 28
1.

overall operations

2.

general, individual, and loan ledger balances

J.

cash accounts

4.

loans

5.

regular reserve and undivided earnings

6.

verification of member's accounts

7.

investments and notes payable

8.

operating expenses

9.

furniture, fixtures, equipment, other assets, and other
liabilities

10.

surety bond and other insurance coverage

11.

trends

Over.all Operations
The overall operations phase of the internal audit provides four
different kinds of data.

These types of data cannot be assigned to any

28National Credit Union Administration, Supervisory Committee
Manual For Federal Credit Unions, National Credit Union Administration,
Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 9.
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specific audit task.

The overall operation category is more of a catch-

all category.
The first step of this phase is to examine the financial and statistical reports that are prepared monthly by the credit union.

These

reports are checked mainly to ensure accuracy with the data reflected in
credit union records.
The second step is to ensure that the board of directors and the
credit committee hold meetings at least monthly.

These meetings are re-

quired by Federal Credit Union regulations and can be verified by checking the minutes from the meetings.
The third step is to review the minutes of the meetings, board of
directors and credit committee, for accuracy.

The minutes must convey

what transpires at these meetings.
The fourth step is to examine the overall internal control of the
credit union.

This provides information relating mostly to the security

of funds handled by the credit union.

The information provided by this

step of the audit is illustrated by Appendix 1.
little financial information.

This worksheet provides

It is concerned mainly with internal con-

trol techniques.
General, Individual, Share, and Loan Ledger Balances
The general ledger balance is performed to ensure the general accuracy of the ledgers.
by Appendix 2.

It is performed by utilizing the form illustrated

This step of the audit transcribes the data in the credit

union ledgers, makes any necessary adjustments, and then illustrates an
adjusted balance.

The data in the adjusted balances depicts the most up

to date information on all credit union accounts.

15
This part of the audit also accomplishes trial balances of individual loan and share ledgers,

This is achieved by adding up all indi-

vidual shares and loans, and then comparing them with their respective
ledger balances.

Appendix 3 is the worksheet used for this operation,

Cash Accounts
The internal audit examines the cash accounts by performing an
actual cash count and then doing a bank reconcilement.
the worksheet that is used for cash counts.

Appendix

4

is

One worksheet is used for

each individual cash account maintained by the credit union.

The total

of these worksheets reveals the amount of cash maintained by the credit
unione

The bank reconcilement is used along with the cash count to check
the total of the cash account in the general ledger,

The bank reconcile-

ment is accomplished by getting official balances from the bank and comparing them to the balances in the credit union ledger.

Appendix

5

is

the worksheet used for this operation,
The total cash on hand may be calculated by adding the adjusted
total of the bank reconcilement to the total of the individual cash
accounts maintained within the credit union,
Loans
The internal audit examines three main facets of the loan accounts.
The audit examines interest rates, loan failures, and loan exceptions,
Loan exceptions are of an administrative type nature.

The auditor

searches for mistakes in filling out the loan paperwork or loans that
were issued without securing sufficient collateral,
worksheet used for recording these exceptions,

Appendix 6 is the

The data supplied is the
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name of the borrower, the date of the loan, the unpaid balance of the
loan, and any comments regarding the discrepancy.
An examination is made of charged off loans and recoveries.

This

is done to determine the size of the charged off loan account and to
ensure that the charge off was approved by the board of directors.
dix 7 is used for recording this information.

Appen-

The information gathered is

the name of the borrower, the original loan, the charge off, the amount of
recovery, the date the board voted the charge off, the type of collateral,
whether or not the collateral was converted, and whether or not an attorney or collection agency was used.
The internal audit also performs an in depth analysis of interest
rates.

The auditor calculates the amount of interest that should have

been received from each loan,

He totals these figures and compares the

total to the amount of interest collected as represented by the ledger,
A difference of five percent is considered acceptable.

While calculat-

ing the total interest collectible, an average interest rate for all
loans outstanding is also computed.
for interest refunds.

Identical calculations are also made

Appendix 8 is the worksheet that is used for these

calculations and the presentation of the information.
Regular Reserve and Undivided Earnings
The internal audit requires an analysis of reserve and undivided
earnings accounts.
on Appendix 9,

The recording and analysis of data is accomplished

The information displayed on this worksheet includes be-

ginning balances, ending balances, and all additions or deductions from
these accounts.

The present standing of these accounts, as of the time

of the audit, can be easily ascertained by referencing the balances on
this worksheet,

The worksheet also breaks down additions or deductions

L
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into specifics including dollar amounts, sources, and percentages.
Verification of Member's Accounts
This procedure is accomplished by comparing member's account balances with credit union records.

Statements are mailed to all members

and they are asked to report any discrepancies.
fication are recorded on Appendix 10.

The results of this veri-

All accounts are listed by account

number, member's name, date account opened or closed, and any action taken as a result of the verification.
Investments and Notes Payable
The internal audit examines all investments held by the credit
union and all loans made to the credit union.

This information is gath-

ered and recorded through the use of a form represented by Appendix 11.
This form reports date of loans or investments, amount loaned or borrowed,
amount repaid, unpaid balances, terms of the note, interest rates, and
interest paid or received, depending upon the situation.

Any assets

pledged as security are also recorded on the form.
Operating Expenses
All.expenses are checked in detail during an internal audit.

Com-

pletion of this audit step requires the auditor to review invoices, expense vouchers, cancelled checks, payroll records supporting expenses,
expense ledger, journal and cash record, general journal, board of directors meeting minutes, and monthly financial and statistical reports.29
If the investigation uncovers any questionable items, notes should be
made for later clarification.
29National Credit Union Administration, Supervisory Committee
Manual For Federal Credit Unions, National Credit Union Administration,
Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 53,
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Furniture, Equipment, Fixtures, Other Assets and Liabilities
An estimation should be made for the value of each of these items.
The ledgers should then be examined to determine if this value is reflected.

Rates of depreciation should be adjusted to reflect the actual value

of these assets.

From this part of the audit, actual asset values and

acceptable rates of depreciation should be determined.
Surety Bond and Other Insurance Coverage
The internal audit must investigate surety bond and insurance coverage.

After determining the worth of the credit union from the audit,

it must be assured that coverage is adequate.

A listing of all policies,

expiration dates, and information on payment of premiums should be prepared.JO
Trends
All important credit union trends are computed during the audit.
Appendix 12 is the worksheet on which these trends are recorded.

The

backside of this worksheet provides information on how these nineteen
trends may be calculated.

The nineteen may be easily determined by

referencing Appendix 12.
Other Data
The internal audit provides many other types of data not mentioned
here.

Nearly all of this additional information is of an administrative

nature and has no financial bearing importance.

Appendix 13 represents

the additional data available through a credit union internal audit.

JOibid, P• 69.

CHAPTER IV

THE ROLE OF AN INTERNAL AUDIT IN CREDIT UNION
FINANCIAL DECISION MAKING

The determination of liquidity requirements plays an important
role in the other three areas of credit union financial decision making,
In making this comparative analysis of data required for credit union
financial decision making and data obtainable from an internal audit,
this paper will first discuss liquidity decisions followed by investment
decisions, interest rate decisions, and dividend decisions, in that
respective order,
Determining Liquidity Requirements
In review, there are eight essential items that must be known to
properly determine liquidity requirements.

These items can be briefly

stated as follows:
1,

seasonal requirements

2,

number of single large depositors

3,

population changes

4,

competitive developments

5,

growth pattern

6.

national economic conditions

7,

deposit and loan activity on a trend basis

8.

availability of quick cash

19

20

The computation of important credit union trends during the audit
provides a valuable insight into seasonal requirements.
broken down into yearly quarters as shown by Appendix 12.

The trends are
The important

seasonal requirements to know are the amount of loans outstanding, amount
of shares, number of loans, average amount of loans, percentage of loans
to shares, and the percentage of reserves to loans.

These factors all

give valuable information on the liquidity level requirements of the
credit union.

The internal audit provides all these factors on a quar-

terly basis.

The information is useful on a quarterly basis, but would

probably be much more useful if broken down into monthly periods.

Unu-

sual transactions during one month would be reflected as the whole quarter
being unusual.

Therefore, this quarterly information must be used with

caution.
The number of single large depositors is not revealed by the internal audit.

Although each individual account is checked for accuracy, no

attempt is made to make a numerical counting of large depositors.

The

only calculation that is performed concerning this is the number of
shares that the average member has.
Population changes and competitive developments are external to
the credit union.

The internal audit has no way of monitoring external

factors.
The growth pattern of the credit union can be determined through
the use of internal audits.
Appendix 12.

The yearly growth trend is recorded on

Pertinent growth information such as total assets, total

loans, and the number of members are presented on a quarterly basis. An
internal audit can provide this information for a single year only.

A

growth pattern over a period of years can be easily obtained by referencing the results of previous audits in conjunction with the present
audit.

By doing this, a growth trend over a period of years can be

21
projected.

Caution must be exercised in projecting any credit union

growth patterns.

The membership size of a credit union is limited by

the constraints placed upon it by its bylaws.

Once the maximum member-

ship within these constraints is reached, the credit union will not experience much additional noticeable growth.

It becomes important, then,

to apply growth information presented by the internal audit in relation
to growth constraints when using the audit data for decision making.
National economic conditions are another external factor.

There

is no way an internal audit can monitor, analyze, or present data concerning these factors.
Past deposit and loan activity on a trend basis is determined by
an internal audit.

Appendix 12 presents all loan and deposit activity

on a quarterly basis.

As in determining the growth pattern of the credit

union, the results of past internal audits must be referenced to have any
useful trend information.

The data resulting from a singular internal

audit is of no use in establishing a viable trend.

This data must be

used in conjunction with the constraints placed upon the credit union.
Computing a future increasing growth trend is useless if the credit union
has already reached its growth limits.
The availability of quick cash can be determined from an internal
audit if the credit union knows what factors lending institutions consider before making loans.

Lending institutions consider various fac-

tors, depending upon the institution, before extending quick cash,

The

majority of these factors concern the financial strength and stability
of the credit union.

All factors concerning the strength and the sta-

bility of the credit union are investigated and recorded during an internal audit.

The most important financial data analyzed by lending insti-

tutions before extending funds is usually found on the balance sheet.
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Appendix 2 contains all the data used by the majority of lending institutions.

To determine the availability of quick cash, all the credit

union needs to do is to determine the standards of measurement used by
the lending institution and then apply the data on Appendix 2 to see
where the credit union ranks in financial strength,

This ranking should

give a viable indication of the availability of quick cash,
Investment Decisions
To recapitulate what was presented earlier, investment decisions
require seven types of information,

These items of information can be

briefly stated as follows:
1.

future cash flow

2,

loan demand in future

3,

predicted future deposits

4, liquidity requirements

5,

return from investments

6. return from loans
7,

future need for large amount of funds
No attempt is made during the internal audit to predict the future

cash flow.

By referencing data presented by the audit, the future cash

flow can be relatively accurately predicted.
union is influenced by six factors.

The cash flow of a credit

These factors are deposits, with-

drawals, interest paid on deposits, loans, interest paid on loans, and
operating expenses.

All of this data can be withdrawn from the results

of an internal audit with the exception of withdrawals,

This data is not

available on a monthly basis, but on a quarterly basis through the use of
Appendix 12.

The amount of deposits and loans outstanding are directly

available from Appendix 12,

The amount of interest collected on loans
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can be determined from Appendix 8.

The amount of interest paid on shares

can be calculated by multiplying the percentage figure on Appendix l2,
under percent expenses to total income, times the interest received figures on Appendix 8,

Withdrawals which cannot be determined will be tak-

en into consideration when computing the amount of the member's shares.
From this data a future cash flow can be predicted.

This is possible be-

cause characteristically, credit unions are slow to change,

Future cash

flows can be predicted relatively accurately on the basis of recent cash
flows.
Loan demand in the future can be determined by using some method
of trend analysis.

The data needed is presented on Appendix l2.

By

referencing Appendix l2 1 s from prior audits, the loan pattern over a
period of time can be determined.

If data is desired on a monthly basis

instead of a quarterly basis, the data can be obtained by referencing
Appendix 8.

This worksheet displays loan balances by months.

Seasonal

or monthly variations can be more accurately considered when using this
worksheet.
From the information obtained in an internal audit, future deposits
can only be predicted on a quarterly basis using Appendix l2,

No provi-

sion is made during the audit for recording past deposits on a monthly
basis,

Therefore, any prediction of future deposits will have to be

made on a quarterly basis.
The determination of liquidity requirements is a financial decision
within itself.

The preceding section has covered how the internal audit

could be used in determining liquidity requirements.
The income received from investments other than loans can be easily
determined from the data presented on Appendix 2.

Item 8 records the
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income from other investments.

This return can be converted to a percent-

age basis by dividing the total of items 107, 118, 119, and 122, on AppenAn individual return

dix 12, into the total return from investments.

from each investment is not calculated by the audit.
The return from loans is calculated by the internal audit,
data is available in two forms.

This

By searching back into the ledgers, the

audit records the interest received from loans.
sheet utilized for recording these figures.

Appendix Sis the work-

The individual monthly re-

turns and the total yearly returns are presented.

During the review of

loan folders, the rate of return for each individual loan is recorded.
From these rates of return, an average rate of return for all outstanding
loans is computed.
Appendix S.

This is accomplished under the formula section of

This average rate of return is expressed as a percentage.

This percentage figure would probably be much more useful than the dollar
figure when attempting to compare alternative investment opportunities.
The future need for a large amount of funds is not specifically
delved into.

By reviewing some of the data determined by the audit, the

need for a large expenditure of funds can often be resolved.

Credit

unions very seldom ever experience a need for a large expenditure of funds
except for increasing the size of the facility used or for the replacement
of equipment,

The audit examines all equipment owned by the credit union

and places a dollar value upon it for the purpose of determining a realistic rate of depreciation.

When the dollar value of this equipment is

assessed to be quite low in relation to its original cost, it can be
assumed that the time for replacement is near.

When the time for replace-

ment is near, the credit union will experience an expenditure of funds
which can be considered unusually high when compared to expenditures

required for normal credit union operation,

The only other large expendi-

ture a credit union may incur is the need for increased working space.
This information is not revealed by an internal audit and is usually considered an administrative decision.
Determining Interest Rates
To recall what was covered earlier, there are eight factors that
must be considered when making decisions concerning interest rates to be
charged on loans.

These factors stated briefly are as follows:

1,

competitive rates

2.

expenses of credit union

3,

demand for loans

4, amount of deposited funds
5, rate credit union can borrow funds at
6.

do you want to decrease or increase loan demand

7,

how much surplus will remain after expenses plus dividends

8.

security of the loan
Competitive rates cannot be determined from an internal audit.

The interest rates of competitors are external factors,

If competitors

change their interest rates, the effects of such a change may be reflected by the audit.

If competitors should lower their interest rates while

yours remain the same and you experience a subsequent noticeable drop in
loan demand, you may be able to determine the degree of sensitivity to
which your loan demand is influenced by competitive rates.
The expenses of the credit union can be determined by the internal
audit.

The operating expenses section of the audit reveals detailed in-

formation about the expenses of the credit union.

The important infor-

mation to be cognizant of is not past expenses, but what the predictions
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are of future expenses.

These are the expenses that are important when

determining interest rates.

The audit analyzes all expenses and compares

them to expenses from previous years.
of comparable credit unions.

It also compares them to expenses

From this analysis, the audit attempts to

determine what expense trend the credit union is following.

From this

information a reasonable prediction can be made concerning expenses in
the future.
The demand for loans in the future can be predicted based on the
information obtained from an internal audit if the credit union has been
following the policy of extending loans to all applicants who are financially qualified.
riods.

Appendix 8 presents the loan levels from previous pe-

For data further back than presented by this worksheet, the work-

sheets from previous audits may be referenced.
the monthly loan levels.

The worksheets display

From an analysis of these loan levels in con-

junction with loan levels of previous years, a reasonable anticipation
of future loan demand can be made.
As mentioned UI]der the liquidity section, future deposit or share
levels can only be predicted on a quarterly basis.

This data is needed

to ensure that adequate funds are available to cover loan demand.

Re-

liable information on a quarterly basis is dependable enough to ensure
that adequate funds are available to cover loan demand.
Many credit unions loan out more funds than are deposited with the
credit union.

These additional funds are borrowed from other institutions.

The interest rate at which the credit union can borrow these additional
funds is largely determined by its financial condition.

The internal au-

dit presents all the indicators of financial strength and stability on
Appendixes 2 and 12. Lending institutions evaluate credit unions in order
to determine their financial stability.

The credit union can apply these
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tools to evaluation based on the information supplied by the audit.

The

results of this evaluation will supply the credit union with valuable insights as to the rate of interest at which it can expect to borrow funds.
The decision as to whether the credit union desires to increase,
decrease, or allow loan demand to remain the same, can be determined on
the basis of the results of the audit,

As a matter of general policy, a

credit union states what the relationship will be between funds on deposit
and funds loaned out.
constraints.

A credit union will attempt to stay within these

Item 16 on Appendix 12 represents the relationship between

deposits and shares.

Based on this relationship, it can be determined

how well within the desired constraints the loan-share balance falls.
Based upon this location a decision can be made on whether loan demand
should be increased or decreased.
The question of how much surplus will remain after expenses plus
dividends can be resolved, allowing for the assumption that the credit
union has already determined what its dividend rate will be.

Once the

dividend rate has been determined, the dividend payout can be computed
by multiplying the rate times the amount of member's shares, item 12,
recorded on Appendix 12.

The expenses of the credit union are obtain-

able from the cost analysis and cost control portion of the audit as discussed previously.

The dividends plus expenses should be subtracted from

total income, available from Appendix

B,

which will result in surplus. To

find the total surplus this figure should be combined with the total reserve figure on Appendix 12.

This will leave the total surplus the cred-

it union has remaining after paying dividends and expenses.
The ability of the individual borrower to pay back a loan cannot
be determined from the internal audit.

An analysis of charged-off and

uncollectable loans is made on Appendix 7,

By reviewing a large enough
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sample of these faulty loans, some generalizations could be drawn on the
types of loans most likely to fail.

These generalizations could be

applied to applications for future loans.

This could provide some in-

sight as to what the probability of a certain loan failing would be.
Dividend Decision Making
In order to determine optional dividend rates, seven kinds of information are needed.

These seven kinds of data can be briefly stated

as follows:
1.

importance of dividends in regard to stability of shareholders

2.

liquidity requirements of the credit union

J.

the ability to borrow

4.

timing of investment opportunities

5.

impact of inflation on the replacement of assets

6.

legal restrictions

7.

long term capital requirements
A good insight as to the relationship between dividends and the

stability of shareholders can be gained through the use of an internal
audit.

Appendix 12 presents the number of members, the number of poten-

tial members, and the percentage of actual members to potential members.
By comparing the change in the number of members to the dividend rates

of the credit union, an understanding of their interrelationship is obtainable.

Dividends are paid quarterly as are the statistics on members

computed quarterly.

For a closer understanding of the relationship be-

tween these two variables, the data should be compared over a lengthy
period of time.

This additional data is available from the records of

prior internal audits.
The determination of liquidity requirements is a large financial
decision area within itself.

This chapter previously discussed how the
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data available from an internal audit could be utilized in decision
making concerning liquidity requirements.
The ability of the credit union to borrow can be calculated similarly to the methods presented, for determining the availability of quick
cash and the rate of interest the credit union may borrow at, earlier in
this chapter.

The same techniques apply using the same sources of data

presented previously.
The timing of investment opportunities is an external factor.

An

internal audit has no means of shedding information on these factors.
The internal audit can reveal partially the information needed to
determine the impact of inflation on the replacement of assets.

Credit

unions often appropriate funds for the replacement of equipment based
on the depreciation rate used for that equipment.

The internal audit

analyzes this rate to ensure that it is accurately based on the value of
the asset.

To guard against the impact of inflation, this depreciation

rate must be compared with the replacement value of these assets, which
is only available from outside sources.

If the depreciated value of the

asset is less than replacement costs, additional funds will have to be
appropriated.
The internal audit has no relationship with the legal restrictions
placed upon dividends.

The federal law states that the maximum dividend

rate is six percent.
A credit union would only encounter one type of long term capital

requirement.

This requirement would be the replacement of, or addition

to, an office building.

An internal audit can shed no information on

the need for this capital requirement because it is considered soley an
administrative need and is not investigated by the audit.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An

internal audit of a credit union is not designed for the purpose

of providing information for financial decision making,
provide valuable information for this purpose.

It can, however,

Below is a list of the

kinds of data required for financial decision making,

Beside each item

is an indicator of whether this information is available, partially available, or not available from an internal audit,
1,

competitive interest rates

no

2,

credit union expenses

yes

3,

demand for loans in future

yes

4, deposited funds in future

yes

5, rate at which credit union can borrow funds

partially

6.

need to increase or decrease loan demand

yes

7,

surplus remaining after expenses plus dividends

yes

8.

reliability of the loan

partially

9,

cash flow predictions

yes

10.

return from investments

yes

11.

return from loans

yes

12,

future capital requirements

partially

13,

seasonal fund requirements

yes

14,

number of large depositors

no

15,

population changes

no

16.

competitive developments

no
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17.

yes

growth pattern of credit union

18. national economic conditions

no

19.

availability of quick cash

partially

20.

importance of dividends to shareholder stability

yes

21.

ability to borrow long term funds

yes

22.

timing of investment opportunities

no

23.

impact of inflation on asset replacement

partially

24.

legal restrictions

no

An analysis of this list reveals that of the different kinds of
data required for credit union financial decision making, forty-six percent of it can be obtained from an internal audit.

The list also reveals

that twenty-five percent of the information can be partially obtained.
Twenty-nine percent of the needed information cannot be obtained from an
internal audit.
The fact that seventy-one percent of the needed information is
obtainable, fully or partially, from an internal audit does not infer
that this material is easily obtainable.

Much of this data is only

available after performing extensive calculations on the data recorded
by the audit.

Because of the nature of some of these calculations, the

resulting information cannot be considered totally reliable.

The infor-

mation used for the calculations can be considered reliable, but the
information obtained from the calculations can only be considered as
predictions in many cases.

Nevertheless, these predictions are the best

information available, regardless of other sources.

Any information con-

cerning trends or future operations are only predictions.
as dependable as the information used to derive them.

They are only
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This paper does not mean to imply that the information needed for
credit union financial decision making is only available from an internal
audit.

Nearly all the information can be obtained from credit union re-

cords.

Obtaining some of this information from credit union records would

require many hours of research.

Information that would be particularly

difficult to obtain would be that of prior periods needed for trend analysis.

This would require searching through old credit union records.
This study concludes that most of the internal information needed

for credit union financial decision making can be obtained from an internal audit.

The advantage in using the internal audit as a source of

information is the ease in which the needed information can be obtained
in comparison with other methods of obtaining the information.
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The audit proced,nes oncl v,;ork pGpers, v,il·e·e oppropriale, prnvide fo1· 1hc supe1-visory commi'rtee to ,est arid analvz<="· ir1L·rnal uw
tro!s with each audit s'i'ep To assure cornplete coverage, however, the cornm11tee should rnake a survey of 1:1iern,:,I co,11r,_)ls -:ii IE.,3S'
annua!iy, preferably" at ·1he rime o-f 1he comprt'.:hensive ,_wnual audir
This forrn shoulJ b(~ compieied in tvvo coi:,,es, ,,,.,i;·h one c,~,P"1
tt-ansmittecl lo the board of directors and the orhe,- re'rained vvith the records of the supervisory comrn1ttee
/\!I questions should be an.swered "Ves" "No" or "f,.Jot Appiicable." Any questiori.s which are ar:swered "f\Jo" ::.houid b'-~ foiimved up
by at least one member- of 1he supervisorv cornn1i'rlee until appropria're correc!ion has been rnade

for further info rnation refer to 1he discussion of internal controis in Sec1ion I of the Supervisory Cornrniitee fv~anual ancJ il1,:'
subjeci in lhe Handbook for Federal Credit Unions and the /;,ccounting i'/\anual.
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Does each employee handling funds effectively utilize his own lockable eosh drawer or cash box·,i

2_ !\re spare keys to cash drn\·vers

N

boxes kepi under appropriate control?

3. is there appropriate receiptin.g for transfers of funds between employees when the1·e is more ihan one ernployee concern~d v,·ith i"he custody and responsibility fm funds?
4

Are change funds rnainiained in amounts authorized by the board of directors end ere 1"hey e ,tablished on the records
and /'eple111shed in ,he manner prescribed by the Accounting iv\anual?

5. Are adequate precautions taken to prel/ent credit union funds from being corningleci wilh personal funds or other fur:ds
under" control of credit union personnel?
6. Are cash received vouchers properly prepared vvhen rneinbers make payrneris to the credit union?
7. Do 1he members receive receipts fm paymenls made to the credit

union?

El. As checks are received, are they immediately stamped wi1h a 1·estrictive endorsement (i.e. 'Tor Deposi'i Onlv'')?

9 Are cash receipts balanced daiiy and entered

in

the Journal and C.ssh Record as of the day on which they are received? --------',i!'i

l 0. ,<\re cash over and short items recorded accuraiely each day and are such items reviewed at !east monthly by the board

of directors?
·11. Are periodic surpri.se cash coums rn·ade by a supervising employee?
12

Are ndequate safekeeping facilihes provided for a!I ca.sh and other liquid assets in !he cuslody of )h.i:; credit union?

13. /\re bank deposits prepared by an official or ernployee v,1ho does not ser'.1e as teller?
]4. Are bank deposits made intac' within the time limits prescribed in the bylavJs? ("lntad' means all of f,s cash coiisc:.
tions and all of the checks received in 1·he period covered by the deposit Bre depositeci together.)

1. Are disbursements made by check or in accordance with disburserneni procedures authorized by the board of direc'rors, and are .such disbursemenis properly recorded in the records?
2. Do the minutes of the board of directors contain an up-to-elate record of the namei; of ail officials and empioyees who
are authorized to sign credi': vnion checks?
3. Are adequate measures taken to p:-ev,ent checks from being signed or countersigned in blank?

4. P.,i·e share withdrawals by borrnwers and comakers ;:,µproved by the credit committee or loan offker as specified by the,
bylaws?
5

Are loans disbursed only after cornpleted and sig~ed applications have been approved by the credit commil'le~i or lo<n
officer and are properly signed notes cm hand in .support of the loans?

i

6. Are adeq1,1ate
the loan?

7. Are wiihdrc1wals fom inadive share accounts verified by an official other than the official or emp:oyee rneiking ihe
disburseiw2nt?
8. Are invoices and other supporting documents attached io checks before the checks

.7r,e

signed?

'

9. Are invoices and bills for credi'r union expenses and capital expenditu1·es marked paid with the date of paymeni to
prevent their being used more thon once to support a disbursement?
10. Are spoiled or voided checks properly accounted for and retained?
"!I. Are bank reconcilements prepared monthly by persons not direcily concerned with handling credit union funds and r,c:cording them on ihe records?
12. Does the supervisory committee periodically ob1'ain bank sfaternenL> directly from the bank and reconcile thern with
the records of the credit union?

-----,,I

1. Are all financial records of ihe cr,edit union maintained in ink or by machine?
2. Are all corrections in financial records made in such manner l'hai' the change can later be verified?

3. ;\re the vi'l'al accounting reCords kept in foe resistant containers?

4. Minutes of diredors' and rnernbership meetings:
a. Arn they prepared promptly in permanent form?

b, l)o they reflect accurate 1y the actions taken? . ,
c. Are they read and approved at the next meeting?
5. Minutes of credit committee meetings ancl reports of loan officer actions:
8.

Are they pn::;pared promptly in permanent form?

6. ls the file of members' signature cards (applications for membership) maintained currently?
7. Are mailing addresses of member;; maintained up-to-date? ..
8, Are loan documents completed by ink or typewriter before signatures are adcl0d?
9. When loans are paid are the notes marked "pald" and promptly returned to the iT1ernbe:.. s?
10. Is repossession end sale of collateral controlled and supervised by 1he board of directors and are the frnnsac1'ions involving such activity clearly reflected on the records in accord with the inS>tructions in the Accounting Manual?
'

11. 1f the credi·i union uses vvindow posting or teller machine(s):
a. Does each te\ler have a key (teller's symbol} for his exclusive use?
b. Is maximum u';ilization being made of th,~ built-in contrn! devkes in the rnachhe(s), such as Jocks, and keys, counters or dials, and tellers' syrribols? , .
Is access to the machine by-product (journal or proof sheet) limHed to supervi;,ory personnel?
12. Is a lisi of new members and withdrawn members furnished to the board of directors and to the supervi~,,ory corrw0i'i'tee
each month?
13. Are employees who are assigned to post specific blocks of members' accou,1ts rotated from tlme to time?
l 4 ..Are month!y share and loan trlol balance tapes prepared by employees other frian tho$e \i\1ho post the acco\.mts?
·1

s.

is the baiancing of share and loan accounts with General Ledger controls and the rnainte11ance of the Journal and Cash
Record and the General Ledger assigned to employees who do not serve as 'fe!1ers?

16. Are share accounts in V,thich there has been no ac1'ivi1y {except dividends) for a year or more segreg~11ed from the
active accounts?
"!

7 . if the credit union m1gages in the sale of travelers' checks or money orders ar0
checks and money orders?

inventory !istings m1intained of the

.'!

Doe:, th':'· superv;sor/ cur11n;.,ne-2 u,,·,fam the ouLrc;ndin J ba!u11n_,5 of /c,an~ of Jt;li1,que11I bor,ov,.,ers in 1h2 ha,'>L--is o{ ,_.-)
1

lecrion agencieo m atiorney:;'e

De-es npprovai for ihe charge-off of s·ach loan de12tmi;1ed to be uncolieciible by the board of direc1·01·s a::::ipear

!!'l

1i"1e

m1'nur2s of the board?
2

Arc charged-off loans i-evie,Ned by ihe board O"f directors ai least semiannualiy?

3, /\re reports on recoveries of charged-off loans regularly made to 1he directors?

Do the minutes of the board of direC10i"S and the execufrve cornmiHee contain p1"iOI' approval for chang,cs in 1he credit

union's investments?
2. /\re adequate safekeeping focilities provided for inves1ment secu, ities?

3. If investment securilies are maintained in a safe deposit box, are at leas1 two officers, acting jointly, required 'io gain
access to ihe safe deposit box?

1. Is cash kep1· in a secure fire and burglary resistant safe or vault?

2. Are safe.keeping facilities adequate for the normal amount of cash on hand?
3, IS possession of the combination for unlocking the safe iim!ted to no more than two persons?
4. ls the combination to the 53fe changed when a per.son having knovvledge of it leaves the employ of the credit union?

5. Are door locks changed each time a person with access to the keys leaves the employ of the credit union?
6. ls each

teller's cash kept to the smallest practicable minimum at all times?

7. Is the bulk cash kept locked in the safe until needed?
8. Is a night-light kept burning near the safe or vault during non-business hours?

9, Does the credit union have police or security guard protection when handling or transporting large sums of money?

rn

Are training sessions conducted periodically for credit union officials and employees concerning procedu1·es and practices
intended to deter robberies and burglaries?

]

Are employees carefully selected on the basis of in'lerviews, detailed applications, and references? ...

2. Is each employee provided with his job description clearly setting forth his duties and responsibilities?

3. Are officials and employees who handle or have access to funds and securities and who maintain records required to
take vacations at least annually? ..

4. Are employees' duties rotated from time to time wherever possible?
5. Are employees trained to perform each other's duties? ..
6. Is the salary scale approved by the board of directors and is approval recorded in the board's minutes?

I

b

P1·ogress

Df 1fy1r c,-,;,dii ur1ion?

c. Purpose ancl il'ilpo,to,.ce of .Jccourd ver ficalio,-1 b'/ lhe super·,isory committee?
1

ii

i-1 policies. prorndures and office hours?

2, Are cori1ple1e

3. 1+ p<'issbooks

4

inc -,:1:
Me

i

c,nd Sta11stical ReDorts posied each month v11h21"e they may be read by the membus?

used, ,_c,re members required Jo retain their ovvn passbooks and present ihem ·,1.1hen lransac:1n9 b:_s1nE:sS

i

if sialements of accc;unl' are used, does the supervisory comrnittc-e investiga1e incoming mad ro the credit union sho1·il/
after siatements haVf' been d1st1·ibuted?

1. Does the board of directo(S rcvievv surety bond and o1her insur,3nce coverage to determine adequacy to meet 1he rK~eds

'

of the credit union as well as, for surety bond coverage, to meet 1he minimum stanclc.rds prescribed by the Rules crnd
Regulations of 1he 81.neau of FederiJI Credit Unions?
2. Does the wPervisory committee confirm transactions

involving life savings and borrowers Insurance claims, vvith the

ii

insurance company and the beneficiaries?
3. Ar·e the manuals

and

instructional materials furnished by the Bureau of federal Creciii Unions made accessible to the

officials for reference and study?

--

4. Are the annual and semiannual audit reports of the supervisory committee reviewed and discussed by the board of
direciors promp1·ly after completion?

5. Are the Supervisory E>,;amination _Reports furnished by the Bureau of Federcil Credit Unions reviewed at a joint meeting of the o-ff1c1als?
6. Is the action taken by the board of directors on recommendations made by the supervisory committee and !he Federal
credit union examiner recorded in the minutes?
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GENERAL LEl:lGl:R TRIAL BALANCE
As Of

..................

Prepared By, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CREDIT

DEBIT

ADJUSTED BALANCE

ADJUSTMENTS

PER BOOKS

NAME OF ACCOUNT

DEBJT

CREDIT

CREDIT

DEBIT

!

Loans
..

·----

(,sh

Pertv Cash

I

r

Change Fund

I

V. S. Government Obligations
Savings and Loan Shares

i

i

Loans to Other Credit Unions

I

I

Furnirure, Fixtures and Equip.

!

:

I

!

Prepaid Insurance
Other Assets
Land and Building

!

...

Shares or Deposits in Other CU's

i

..

I

Federal Agency Securities

i

,,

'

i

Common Trust Investments

I

---

'

Loans Purchased from Liq. CU's

i

I

".,

I

I

Expense Control

Accounts Payable

I

Notes Payable
Withholding Taxes Payable

I

Social Security Taxes Payable

i

Unemployment Comp. Taxes Payable

I
I

I
-·-··

Shares of Nonmembers

!
.

Shares

-

Regular Reserve

·-'---

I

Special Reserve for Delio. loans

-

'

Reserve for Contingencies
Supplemental Reserve

•

I

-

Undivided Earnings
Gain or Loss

-

'

-

Interest on loans

I
!

'

Income from Investments
Other Income

""J.
I

I

·--

-

---

~

--

i

TOTAL
(See Section VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work paper.)

<@v

"'"""
'""·'··

I
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FCU 705 (Rev. 7-69)

Federal Credit Un_ion

TRIAL BALANCES Of INDIVIDUAL SHARE AND LOAN LEDGERS
Prepared by: _
'

A. CURRENT BALANCES

;j

SHARES

LOANS
1. Balances per General Ledger as of

ate}

2. Totals per comrniitee's trial balances, or adjusted totals if reconciliation
was necessary
3. Differences, if any. {Analyze below)

B. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES FOR THE PREVIOUS 3 MONTHS

I

Dates

I

Loans

4. Balances per Genera! Ledger

!

5. Totals per treasurer's listings
6. Differences

Share·s

7. Balances per General Ledger .
'

8. Totals per treasurer's listings
.

9. Differences
Describe below actions that have been taken by operating personnel to correct differences, if any, shown in Sections A and B.

{See Section VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work pap er.)

v. 7-69)
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39
Federal Credit Union

CASH COUNT
As of ...................... .

Prepared by:
PETTY

GENERAL

CASH

Checks and Money Orders

CASH

NO.

AMOUNT

IDENTIFICATION

Is

describe):

:urrency, and cash items
i;

and money orders

1

11,

hand

Change funds
general cash receipts

t of Cash Received
ce last bank deposit

-+--+-H'---t-+--tt-------------+-Hl--+-t--+1i!

--+-+-+-+-+-+-----tt---------+-+Hf-++'I!;
!:II

---t---t---t-+-+-+---it------------------t---t---t---t-+-+-ll'l

,,

='="='='====~-----T_o_ta_l________--========"=i
RECEIPT

(T!FY that funds shown on the uTotal on hand" line were counted by .................................. for the
my presence this ......... day of ............... 1 19 ...... , at .............. (a.m., p.m.) and returned to me intact. T

1t all undeposlted funds of the credit union for which l am accountable.

Title
{See Section VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work paper.)

,r

if
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Federal Credit Union

BANK RECONCilEMENT
Prepared by: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. ••. . .. •.
~

Name of Bank

............................................................. .
Zip Code
City
State
Section B

Section A

BANK BALANCE PER BANK STATEMENT

K BALANCE PER BOOKS OF CREDIT UNION

BALANCE PER BANK STATEMENT

! BOOKS

(Date)

DEDUCTIONS,

)Y bank but not yet

OUTSTANDING CHECKS

)oks of credit union

Check No.

Amount

Check No.

Amount

SUBTOTAL

I by bank but not yet

:iks of credit union

TOTAL OUTSTANDING CH6CKS

SUBTOTAL
ADDITIONS

Items added by credit union but not
yet entered on the bank's records
DEPOSITS IN TRANSIT,
(Show dates of summary Cash Received
Vouchers)

UNDEPOSITED CASH ON HAND
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS
ADJUSTED TOTAL

OTHER ADDITIONS

ADJUSTED TOTAL

:u

APPElTDIX 6

707 (Rev. 7-69)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Federal Credit Union

LOAN EXCEPTIONS
Prepared by:

As of

i':
i>

=================================1
ACCOUNT NUMBER AND

NAME OF BORROWER

DATE

UNPAID BAL-

OF

ANCE AS OF
AUDIT DATE

LOAN

FOLLOW-UP

COMMENTS

CORRECTED
( 1!)

BY

iii'

------------+----+------+----------------------+------+---------ii!(
11!

i!r·:

------------+----+-----+---+----------------------1-------+-----·11
):".

-------------+-----+------1---1-------------------------l------+-----r,,

-------+--+----+---1-----------+----l----11I
l'c

Ii

-------------+-----+------l--+------------------------l------+-------;!'1f-

w
II'
---------1-----+----+-+----------------+-------+---;[

-------------+-----+-------l----l-------------·--------+-----+------J!!{
I°

------------+----+-----+---+----------------------+e-------+-----,1';''W
I

'I."

----------+------+-----,1---1----------------+-----+---..,i1I!
i[!
)jj'.

------------+----+-------+-+-----------------------+-----+-----------,',i,;:
i([
!1,1

------------+----+-----1---1----------------------1-------+---------i::i
'If

lif:
----'------+-----r I

,ff
:11

------------+----+-------+-+------------------------+-----+--------'11!
,,
,'I'.

ll'ii
------------+----+-------+-+------------------------+-----+-----------111
11: !
1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - - - l - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - i !11

!:I
i

!i
---------l------+----+-+----------------+-------+------i1'!i
jl,
- - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - i : 1 )11::
-

i:i

- - - - - - t - - - - - - - - t - - - t - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - + - - - - - - - - i fI'
1

Explanation of Symbols
Al-Application for Loan
CC-Credit Committee
COL-Collateral
CM-Chattel Mortgage
CO-Comaker, Cosigner

CT-Certificate of Title
FS-Financing Statement
HHG-Household Goods
INS-Insurance; Insurance Policy

LO-Loan Officer
LP-Loss Payable Clause
\/1 ,.,;. +h,,.

M-Minutes
1i
N-Note
SA-Security Agreement; Other
Lien Instrument
SL-Secured Loan Limit
UNS-Unsecured Loan Limit

ln.J:l"\rm:otinn nn rl"\mnl,::,.tinn thi., \Mf'lrk n;:,,npr l

7
.................................. Federal Credit Union

CHARGED-OFF LOANS AND RECOVERIES

:I From ............... 19 .... To .............. 19 ... .

Amount of-

lUNT NUMBER AND
AE OF BORROWER

Recoveries

Charge-

Original
Loan

Off

I

i

Prepared by: ........................ .
Atty. or
fl Collat- CalleeDate
Type
of
era!
Board
tion
Collat- j ConvertVoted
Agency
era!
1
ed?
ChargeUsed?
*
Yes/No
Off
Yes/No

COMMENTS

(Use

reverse

side

for additional

comments.)

I

I

I

----

I

I

I
i

I

I

i

I

i

I

-I

I
I
""

i

i

I

"

i

----

I
--··
I

I

--- --- I
I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

*Type of Collateral Code (Show principal type or types)

Other Charged-Off Loans and
:overies During Period (Totals)

TOTALS (To FCU 715)

i

II

0-Unsecured
1-New Automobiles and Trucks, Boats and Trailers
2-Used Automobiles and Trucks, Boats and Trailers
3-Household Furnishings and Appliances
4-Business Fixtures, Farm Mach. and Equip., Livestock
5-Real Property
6-Comakers
?-Shares
8-0ther (Identify in "Remarks" section)

(See Section VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work paper.)
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A.P:PENTIIX D
....................... , . , ........ Federal Credit Union

GROSS TEST INTEREST ON LOANS AND INTEREST REFUNDS
Prepared by: ........................ .

=rom ............... 19 .... To .............. 19 ... .

GROSS TEST INTEREST ON LOANS

::!ger loan Balances

-

- - - - 19- - - - - - 19_ _
I
$
$
$I
i

'

19___

19- -

-

--··

I

I-!~-

19- -

1$

-·-·

-

i

I
I

I

I

I

i
I

I

I
I

I

I
I

i

I

I

I

I

:

i
iI

I

:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I',

I

I.:

,Is ..............

i

I

.I

I

Jla:

I.I

I!I

!

c,rest
le ............

$

c,rest
Collected

$

......

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
-

I

$

:e

$

\!

:e (%)

%

%

$
I

%

I

I

$
%

%

of Individual
calculations

GROSS TEST INTEREST REFUNDS
Refund

Period
( %)
Ending _ _ l9_

Period
Ending

erest collected
Jeriod

$

$

m interest
Jayable

$

erest refund
paid

$

ce (%)

%)

(

19 -

Period
( %)
Ending __ , __ 19_

Period
Ending

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

(

%)
19_

Period
Ending

(

%}
19

I

$

$

I

I

$

$

·-•-· ~·--

%

%

%

%

of individual

ans

(See Section VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work paper.)

·--

%

I,1··
I

:I

-71)
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API->J~:NDIX 9
....... Federal Credit Union

RESERVES AND UNDIVIDED EARNINGS
Prepared by

As of

ADDITION$

REGULAR RESERVE

DEDUCTIONS

BALANCES

r a u d i t - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - , 19_ _ _ ........... .

, * of gross income, period e n d e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · - -

'* of gross income, period ended ___________

, * of gross income, period e n d e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,*

of gross income, period ended _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* as required by section 116 of the FCU Act

m bad !cans (From FCU 716) ...
ans (List source and dates)

----··-··"--------~

-------

- - - - - - - - - - - 19_ _ -------+--·II
I

- - - · - - _____ , 1 9 _

I .......

1arged-off (From FCU 716)
tions (List source and dates)
19
19
'
'
;

_ _ _ _ , 19_ _ _ , effective date of audit

,.:

========================ic====c\==#c====~=l!=====l=,I'••
UNDIVIDED EARNINGS
audit----------------

19

~t earnings after above transfers to Regular Reserve for

riod ended

19_ _ _

riod ended

19_ _ _

riod ended

19_ _ _

riod ended

19_ _ _

.......
.......
.......
.......

:r from other reserve accounts (see reverse for breakdown of transfers)
ans {list source and dates)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19___ -..· - - - - - - + _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__ , 19_ _ , - - - - - + - -

I , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ... ,, .. ,,,,,, ... ,,.,, ... ,,,,,,,

id

19_ _ _ , Rate

%

id

19_ _ _ , Rate

%

id

19 _ _ _ , Rate

%

id

19 _____ , Rate

%

.... "
... .... "
.... . . . .
.. .... "

ii
ii'

"

·s to other reserve accounts {see reverse for breakdown of transfers)
ans {list source and dates)
19
19__ _

_____________ , 19_ _ _ , effective date of audit
VI of the Supervisory Committee Manual for information on completing this work paper. Complete the reverse side of this
when the FCU has any additional reserves.

i

i
'
1:

1[

FCU 713
ADDITIONS

SPECIAL RESERVE FOR DELINQUENT LOANS

DEDUCTIONS

Federal Credit Union

19_ __

as of last audit _ _ _ _ _ __

46

APrENDIX 1 0

UST Of MEMBERS' ACCOUNTS AND RECORD Of VERIFICATIONS

From Undivided Earnings for

period ended

19_ __

period ended

19_ __

period ended

19
19_ __

period ended

VER!FICATlON DATE

....... 1------\--

....... 1------\--

ACCOUNT

NAME

DATE

DATE

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT

OPENED

CLOSED

l

NUMBER

Other Additions (List source and dates)

\
ACT!ON

'

I l
TAKEN

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,__

',

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_ _ _ 1 - - - - - - - 1 - -

Subtotal

......... ' ............................... 1------\-I

eductions:

.

To Undivided Earnings for
19_ __

period ended

,,

period ended - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 9 ~ . period ended

19_ __

period ended

19_ __

'

Other Deductions (List source and dates)
,19_ _ _
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_ _ _

Subtotal
_ _ _ , 19 _ _ _ , effective date of audit
ANALYSIS OF OTHER RESERVE ACCOUNTS

of A c c o u n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

as of last audit - - - - - - - - - - - -

, 19_ __

(List source and dafe)
_ _ _ _ _ , 19_ _ _ ........... .
,19 _ _ _ ........... .

Subtotal

--·----!---

'eductions (List source and date)
,19_ _ _ ........... .

,·19_ _ _ ........... .
Subtotal

'a l a n c e - - - - - - - - -

, 19_ _ _ , effective date of audit

; iame of A c c o u n t - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

a lance as of last audit _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,, 19_ _ _ ............

-------1--

.dditions (list source and date)
I

, 19_ _ _ · · · · · · · · · · · · ·,------+-'

' 19_ _ _ · · · · · · · · · · · · · ,------+-Subtotal

.......................... , ............................ .

eductions (list source and date)
19_ __
19_ __
'

Subtotal
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 19_ _ _ , effective date of audit

APPl~NIJIX

FCU 712

·1

1
__ federal Credit Union

Federal Credit U,nion

LIST OF MEMBERS' ACCOUNTS AND RECORD OF VEIUFICATIONS

'i

VERIFICATION

·..

ACCOUNT

.

NUMBER

.

.

NAME

DATE

DATE

ACCOUNT

ACCOUNT

OPENED

CLOSED

I

I
ACTION

DATE

I

I

TAKEN

.
Gentlemen:
For the purpose of facilitating our audit, it will be appreciated if you wi\\ verify the information shown below. !F ANY OF
THE

INFORMATION

SHOWN

IS

INCORRECT,

PLEASE

DRAW A LINE THROUGH IT AND ADD THE CORRECT INFORMATION

AS SHOWN BY YOUR RECORDS. An addressed envelope is enclosed for your reply.
Very Truly yours,
Information authorized by-

CHAIRMAN, SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE

. to

Information for the period from __ . __

concerning all loans made during this period as well as loans outstanding on the latter date with the ___ . _
Federal Credit Union
!NTEREST
DATE

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

LOANED

BORROWED

REPAlD

UNPAlD

TERMS OF

INTEREST

BALANCE

NOTE

RATE

If any security has been pledged on above \oans, please list such security on reverse.
Correct, except as indicated

--, 19 ___ _

By.

PR!NT<D IN
U,S A. ~y CUNA SUPPLY C00?~RSTIVC, AN
AFFILIATS, OF rnE cREOIT UNION NAT•oNA<. AssoC:IAT.'ON

( SIGNATURE AND TITLE)

PAID

OR

RECE!VED

12

Federal Credit Union

TRENDS
(Financial Condition and Service to Members)
Year

''rr

For the Period Ending
March 31

September 30

June 30

December 31

i!

ssets

j

.mount

of

Loans

I!

of Delinquent Loans
11

!1

Delinquent Loans to Total Amount of Loans

%

%

%

%

ii

Requirement
ti

"

eserves

:1
(1'

Reserves to Shares

%

%

%

%

;1

%

%

%

%

l!.

Reserves to Loans

'
'

I)

r of Loans

ii
ii'''.I

e Amount of Outstanding Loans

,,
,;,

r of Members

' of
r of

Members' Shares

::

Potential Members

'ti
f,

Actual Members to Potential Members

%

%

%

%

e Shares per Member
r Loans

11ri

to Shares
%

%

of_

0/_

Ii
i!'(i
1,

Payable

,I

:i,
1,

r Expenses to Total Income-to Date

'

Expenses to Total Income-Same
last Year

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

_{See sugge·<:.tions on reverse for completing this Work Peper.)

ii
11'

I!,,
1i

50
TRENDS {Financial Condition and Service lo Members) (FCU 708
THIS CONTINUING WORK PAPER IS DESIGNED TO FACILITATE THE COMMITTE'S ANALYSIS OF CERTAIN SIGNIFICANT TRENDS
IN OPERATIONS. (SEE THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE MANUAL.) THE WORK PAPER COVERS THE PERIODS ENDING ON THE FOUR
CALENDAR QUARTERS.
CUMULATIVE FIGURES AND RATIOS ON THIS WORK PAPER SHOWN FOR EACH CALENDAR QUARTER-END SHOULD BE COMPARED WITH THE FIGURES AND RATIOS IN THE MOST RECENT ANNUAL REPORT OF OPERATIONS ISSUED BY THE BUREAU OF
FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS.
THIS WORK PAPER WILL BE PREPARED AS OF THE END OF EACH CALENDAR QUARTER. NORMALLY IT WILL BE PREPARED AS PART
OF THE QU,ARTERLY AUDITS.

The date for
sheets covering comments and recommenciai ions

wpon conclusion of the

The information on the form will be developed as follows:

date of the prev!ot..:s
A copy d

1. Items 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 17 from treasurer's Financial and Statistical Reports.

this report should

should be :etained

be fur;-;ished prornptly 'ro the board of directors; the originai, togeihe1· \Nith c1ii
committee in its rnn0.den-iial file$.

ihe

2. Item 4-divide amount of delinquent loans (item 3) by total amount of loans {item 2).
3. Item 5-Compute in accordance with instruction on page 86 of the Accounting Manual for Federal Credit Unions. Base on
delinquency classification shown on treasurer's Financial and Statistical Report as of the quarter-end.
4. Item 6-lncludes all reserves (General Ledger Accounts 311, 315, 316, and 318) shown on "treasurer's Financial and Statistical Report.

5. Item ?-Divide total reserves (item 6) by members' shares (item 12).
6. Item 8-Divide total reserves (item 6) by total amount of loans (item 2).

7. Item 10-Divide total amount of loans (item 2) by number of loans (item 9).

Herns?

Did the casn count' disclose any

tested?,

\{Vere all cash receipts accounted for in th~

'""Onth with the balance reported by the bank?
\/Vas the cash ao::ount reconcllec! ec.ch '"

deposited in the bank within t h e T'irne lirnitatlons prec,cribed in the bylaws·? . ,
Have cash receipts be on
~
.

8. !tern 14-Divide number of members (item 11) by potential members {item 13).
9. Item 15-Divide members' shares (item 12) by number of members (item 11 ).
10. Item 16-Divide total amount of loans {item 2) by members' shares (item 12).
11. Item 18-Divide tota! expenses shown on treasurer's Financial and Statistical Report for the quarter-end by total income shown on the same report. (Note: If books are closed semiannually, the committee should combine information on
appropriate financial and statistical reports to arrive at total income and expense for periods ending in the last half of
the year.)

!

Kave cash received vouchers been prepared properly and summar1zea

Were

d '\
a1

?

y ...

i
.•
, did -"II endor~ements appear to be proper?
al\ canceled checks that were examined signed proper1y ona . . ~

'N·,,.h ,,he procedures prescri b e_d
Were ail disbursements that were examined made Jn accorcIa nee ,
for federal Credit Unions?

, ,

\A/ere confirmation leHers rnai1eo to a

·,n ,,.,e
.r

Accouniing N'lanuai

\! bamks with vvhich the credit union has an account?

12. Item 19-Show percentage for corresponding quarter"end on previous year's work paper of Trends (Financial Condition
and Service to Members).

of the effective date of this audit? ..
Was the General Ledger in balance a'
Balances in General ledger as of the effective
date of this audi'r,, . · · · · ·

Totals of commit1ee's trial balance tapes(after
adiustn1ent 1f reconciliation was necessary)
.. $_ _ _ __

Differences (if any)

tf differences exist, hovv lor'g h ave the \edgers been out-of-balance?
. b e1ng
.
d one ,,0 locate
and
correct the differences?
Whai 1s
"' u
u

(Use additional page 10 complete explanation if needed)
,
preo.· ared each month?
Of the Individual Share and Loan Leagers
Are mon'rhiy /rial balq,nce iapes or listings

,1
I

I

'. i
, ,C· IJ :'

posted Jhi·,=-ugh the last rnonth-end?

,11
I.

,ions?

we expenses b.2en prnperly authOl"ized by the board of direciors?
e

expenses, s ,rpported by appropriate vouchers or invoices?
1

ere acquisitions and disposals auihorized by ihe board of directors and properly reflected in the accounting records?
the rate of depreciation authorized by the board of direc1'ors ,·easonable?
ere all other asset and liability accounts maintained in accordance with the in5truc1'ions

1n

the ,i\ccounting Manual for

deral Credit Unions?

)es the blanket surety bond comply v11ith the minimtJm schedule in Section 301.20 of Ru!es and Regulations? ..

)es the board of directors review the amount of surety bond coverage fn effect at \east semiannually to determine

iequacy?

re all insurable hazards adequately covered by insurance?

re premiums paid currently on all insurance coverage? .

-~----:-:iI

i'
''(
- - - - - - '1,

if

;''.
'1'
,r

~s correction been made of all exceptions disclosed by the:
Previous supervisory committee audits?
Most recent annual survey of in1erna! controls?

Most recent S!Upervisory Examination Report? ....

3ve accurate Financial and Statistical Reports been prepared each month and were they displayed in accordance with
ovisions of the bylaws?

cJVe

the board and the credit committee held meetings at least month!y?

re adequate minutes mi::iintained of meetings of the members, the board of directors, the executive committee, and the

edit committee?

re adequate measures taken ro minimize exposure to robbery and burgiary?

3Ve ~

of the members' accounts been verified within the past two years? ..... .

ection 16 of the FCU Act requires that all passbooks and accounts of members be verified with the treasurer's records at
ast once each two years.

More frequent verifkation is recommended.)

2rifying membe;s' accoun1s were the follov,ring genera!

1..1,:orif\cation

con11·ols, d scvsseu ;n ·.-hE: ::,up,2n/1So1y Comn:!Ttee

ual, followed?

urprise contad and physical control of records?

reasurer or other operc,ting personnel not used in verifkat!on program?

leneral notice of ve,ification given to membership?

. ,.

:::onf"'1d211tial record of members' accounts maintained by committee?

"rial balanee of members' ledgers by committee or its auditing assistants? . ,

Direct corrmvnication between the committee and the members?

Record of members' accounts verified maintained by cornmi'rte-e?

certify 1hat this report is based on informa'rion obtained from ;he credit union's records and through dire-ct obser!on by us or by auditors acting lmder our supervision and tha'r, to the best of our knowledge and belief, 'rhe staten'l's con"fained herein are conec_t.

We fur!"her certify that

adequate \vork papers have been prepared and retained

all audit procedui-es related to th!$ comprehensive annual audit.
{Auditing firm)

(This section to be con,pleted by the auditing firm or indivkiual if
the audit was not pedormed by the supervisory commit'lee.

1he

_____ ___________________,_

signature should be that of the person in charge of the audit or of the

,,

person who accepts appropriate responslbili'ry for his forn.)
(Date)

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

if this audit was performed by an outside accountant

N

f(rrn, the· name and signature ate $hown above.

In addition to subsc ib-

(ng to the above cei-tification we, the supervisory committee members, further certify that whether we performed this avdit or

caused it to be made, we discharged our 1·esponsibilities in all areas of the audii.

Signed: __________________ ., ______ (Chairrnr,r.)
{Date)

---------··-----------{This section must be signed by at ieasi' a majority of
the mernbers of the supervisory committee.)

---·------- - - - - - - - -

(fv\ernber)

(!/,ert1ber)
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